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Key FeaturesBuild statistical models with linear regression and analysis of variance (ANOVA)Create

your own modules and contribute to the Julia package systemComplete an extensive data science

project through the entire cycle from ETL to analytics and data visualizationBook DescriptionJulia is

a well-constructed programming language with fast execution speed, eliminating the classic problem

of performing analysis in one language and translating it for performance into a second. This book

will help you develop and enhance your programming skills in Julia to solve real-world automation

challenges.This book starts off with a refresher on installing and running Julia on different platforms.

Next, you will compare the different ways of working with Julia and explore Julia's key features

in-depth by looking at design and build. You will see how data works using simple statistics and

analytics, and discover Julia's speed, its real strength, which makes it particularly useful in highly

intensive computing tasks and observe how Julia can cooperate with external processes in order to

enhance graphics and data visualization. Finally, you will look into meta-programming and learn

how it adds great power to the language and establish networking and distributed computing with

Julia.What You Will LearnInstall and build Julia and configure it with your environmentBuild a data

science project through the entire cycle of ETL, analytics, and data visualizationUnderstand the type

system and principles of multiple dispatch for a better coding experience in JuliaInteract with data

files and data frames to study simple statistics and analyticsDisplay graphics and visualizations to

carry out modeling and simulation in JuliaUse Julia to interact with SQL and NoSQL databasesWork

with distributed systems on the Web and in the cloudDevelop your own packages and contribute to

the Julia CommunityAbout the AuthorMalcolm Sherrington has been working in computing for over

35 years. He currently runs his own company in the finance sector, and is particularly interested in

High Performance Computing and applications of GPUs and parallelism. Malcolm is also the

organizer of the London Julia User Group, and co-organizer of the UK High Performance Computing

and the financial engineers and Quant London meetup groups.Table of ContentsThe Julia

EnvironmentDeveloping in JuliaTypes and DispatchInteroperabilityWorking with DataScientific

ProgrammingGraphicsDatabasesNetworkingWorking with Julia
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Julia is growing fast among scientist and slowly getting closer to Python for scientific computing. Its

syntax, speed and powerful type system allow for fast and very readable code. The downside is that

one has to change paradigm and the way to think about the code, and here is where this book could

be very useful, giving a nice panoramic of the language and showing how to restyle your code

Nice introduction. Doesn't answer the basic question, though, of why to use Julia when there are so

many other good options out there.

It's more of run through of different packages and applications that you can use Julia for. It's a good

start for such a young language.

I have been using many programming languages over the years, and I find Julia efficient and

fascinating. Julia combines the power and versatility of Python and it's extension, with the simplicity

of Matlab. This, like many other PACKT books, is very well written and quite useful if are seriously

thinking about using Julia for your scientific computing.
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